Join the nationwide
smart meter revolution
Millions of customers
across Great Britain have
already claimed their
free smart meters which
makes meter readings
and estimated bills a thing
of the past. The smart
choice is smart meters.
Your super handy
smart meter display!

Why get smart meters?
They can save you money
As you’ll be able to see just how much the energy you’re using costs
in pounds and pence, it’ll help you work out which appliances use the
most energy, so you can change your behaviour to lower your bills.

It’s free to upgrade
They’re part of the government’s plans to upgrade our ageing energy
system and to help you understand the cost of the energy you use in
near real-time.

They’re accurate
They’ve been rigorously tested to make sure they deliver up to date,
accurate and reliable readings so you only pay for the energy you use.
There’s loads more reasons overleaf

A few more reasons…
You won’t need an internet connection
Smart meters use their own secure, wireless network using radio waves,
just like mobile phones. So the good news is you can still have smart
meters even if you don’t use the internet in your home.

Smart meters don’t hold any personal data
Smart meters are similar to traditional meters, in that they only record the
amount of energy you use through meter readings, meaning none of your
personal details are stored. And no third parties will be able to access your
energy usage data without your permission.

They won’t stop you switching energy supplier
Having smart meters won’t stop you from being able to change your
energy supplier (although we hope you don’t). Your new supplier will
tell you if your smart meter benefits will change if you switch, so you
can decide whether you want to move.
The industry is working together to make sure your smart meters will work
with full smart functionality in the future if you switch.

Your data is secure
We take data security very seriously and there are strict security
requirements protecting smart meter data that all suppliers must work to.
Smart meters have been designed with top cyber security experts so you
can rest easy knowing your meter readings are safe from cyber attacks.

Smart meters are safe
Smart meters have been rigorously safety tested and exceed every UK
and EU safety standard. Public Health England has said that the radio
waves produced by smart meters doesn’t pose a risk to health. In fact,
they’ve found that exposure to radio waves from smart meters is much
lower than the exposure from wifi and mobile phones that we use in
our homes today.

Call us on 0333 777 0 777 to upgrade to smart meters today.
For more information visit UWDC.co.uk/smart

